
Wedding Packages 

 

 
 

Diamond Package- $7350.00 

 
 

This is our all-inclusive package offering wedding planning,  catering up to 125, pastry chef for  bridal cake and 

groom cake , photographer, DJ, bartender, cocktail hour which includes complimentary wine, beer, water, tea 

and lemonade, 3 hour rehearsal ceremony  including rehearsal appetizers for 30 , security, linen black or white, 

chair covers, chair sashes, chargers, centerpieces from  choice of 3 cylinders,  decorated wedding arch in color 

scheme, set up and cleaning, bridal suite, groom suite and Wedding Director to assist with the wedding and the 

reception. (24 hours total for Rehearsal, Wedding and Reception Total) Selection of linen colors can be 

substituted for an additional fee. 
 

 
 

Platinum Package- $ 6650.00 

 
 

This package offers wedding planning,  catering up to 100, pastry chef for bridal cake, photographer- 1 hour for 

ceremony and 6 hour for reception, DJ, bartender, cocktail hour , 2 hour rehearsal ceremony  including 

rehearsal appetizers for 15 , security, linen black or white, chair covers, chair sashes, decorated wedding arch in 

color scheme, chargers , centerpieces from choice of two cylinders, set up and cleaning, bridal suite, groom 

suite and Wedding Director to assist with the wedding and the reception. (12 hours for Rehearsal, Wedding and 

Reception Total) Selection of linen colors can be substituted for an additional fee. 
 

 
 

 

Silver Package- $4025.00 

 
 

This package offers wedding planning, catering up to 50,  bridal cake allowance up to $175.00, photographer- 1 

hour for ceremony and 4 hour for reception, DJ, bartender, cocktail hour , 1 hour rehearsal ceremony , security, 

black linen, chair covers, chargers , table arrangements, standard wedding arch decor, set up and cleaning, 

bridal suite, groom suite and logistics coordinator to assist with the reception. (6 hours for Rehearsal, Wedding 

and Reception Total) 
 

 

 

Bronze Package- $3050.00 

 

This package offers wedding planning, catering up to 50,  bridal cake allowance up to $150.00, 1 hour rehearsal 

ceremony , alcohol permit, security, black linen, chair covers, chargers , table arrangements, standard wedding 

arch decor, set up and cleaning, bridal suite and groom suite  (4 hours for Rehearsal, Wedding and Reception 

Total) (Client must supply glass and plastic ware) 

 

 

Budget Savy Bride- $2500.00 

 

This package offers the venue, catering for 40, bridal cake allowance up to $125.00 ,alcohol permit, security, 

black linen, chair covers, table arrangements, wedding arch, set up and cleaning, bridal suite, groom suite and 1 

hour rehearsal time (4 hours for Rehearsal, Wedding and Reception Total)(Client must supply glass, paper  and 

plastic ware) 



 

 

 

Bride On A Budget (BOB)- $2000.00 

 

This package offers the venue, bridal cake allowance up to $100.00 ,alcohol permit, security, black linen, chair 

covers, table arrangements, wedding arch, set up and cleaning, bridal suite, groom suite and 1 hour rehearsal 

time. (4 hours for Rehearsal, Wedding and Reception Total) 

 

 

 

Packages are only allowed modification for upgrading purpose only! 

 

We also offer Wedding Officiates to assist with your wedding needs for an additional fee. 
 


